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We investigated the magnetic switching of MgO/Co/Pt pillars with perpendicular magnetic

anisotropy, for lateral pillar sizes from 30 nm to 2 lm and for Co layer thicknesses between 1.8 and

2.6 nm. For large pillars, both the coercivity and the remanent magnetization decrease for

increasing Co thickness. For all Co thicknesses, the coercivity strongly increases upon decreasing

the pillar size. A comparison with micromagnetic simulations shows that the change in coercivity

is determined by size-dependent demagnetizing effects. Our results show that small pillars with

perpendicular magnetization and a tunable coercivity can be fabricated from continuous layers

with in-plane magnetization. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4860985]

Oxide/ferromagnetic metal (FM)/Normal metal (Pt,Ta)

trilayered structures where the FM layer has a perpendicular

magnetic anisotropy (PMA)1 are important building blocks

for the fabrication of perpendicular magnetic tunnel junc-

tions (MTJ).2 Although the magnetic properties and magnet-

ization switching in continuous layers and nanostructures

with perpendicular magnetization have been widely studied,

most of these studies have been performed on materials with

strong PMA like Co/Pt multilayers3 and Co/Pd multilayers,4

where the PMA originates from interface anisotropy, and

CoPt5 and FePt L10 ordered alloys,6–8 where the bulk

magneto-crystalline anisotropy causes the PMA. The strong

PMA in these materials allows good stability against thermal

agitation when the lateral sizes are reduced and makes them

promising for high density data storage, but their electronic

transport properties make them less adapted for use in MTJ.

For this purpose, direct contact between the magnetic layer

and an oxide is needed, which explains the large increase in

the research on perpendicular MTJ after the discovery of per-

pendicular interfacial magnetic anisotropy at certain interfa-

ces between a ferromagnetic layer and an oxide.1,2,9 In this

case, the interfacial PMA is relatively small and the magnet-

ization orientation depends on the competition between the

interfacial PMA and the demagnetizing energy, which favors

in-plane magnetization. This competition depends both on

the FM layer thickness and the lateral size of the MTJ

element.

Several groups have studied the current-induced mag-

netization reversal of Oxide/FM/Normal metal-based MTJs

with perpendicular magnetization, for pillars with different

lateral sizes. In most cases, the switching current density was

found to be independent of the pillar area, while the thermal

activation for switching was proportional to the area up to

lateral sizes of 50–100 nm, above which it was approxi-

mately constant. This was attributed to a change in magnet-

ization reversal mechanism, from coherent rotation for small

pillars to domain nucleation and domain wall propagation

for larger pillars.10–12 In some cases, an increase of the

switching current density was found for small pillars, which

was attributed to an increase of the perpendicular anisotropy

due to demagnetizing effects.13 Ref. 13 also showed a pro-

portionality between the coercivity of the soft magnetic

layer, measured from hysteresis loops using a magnetic field,

and the critical current density for current-induced switching.

Since magnetic field studies do not require electrical contact-

ing of the individual pillars, they allow characterizing rap-

idly a large number of pillar sizes and Co thicknesses. They

can thus be used for tuning the thickness of the magnetic

layer and the size of the pillar, in order to optimize the trade-

off between thermal stability and critical current density for

spin-transfer torque (STT) switching.14,15

In this Letter, we report on a systematic investigation of

field-induced magnetization switching in MgO/Co/Pt pillars

with Co thicknesses between 1.8 and 2.6 nm, and lateral sizes

between 30 nm and 2 lm. This Co thickness range is around

the spin reorientation transition, where in the continuous

layers the preferred orientation of the magnetization changes

from out-of-plane to in-plane when the Co thickness

increases. For each Co thickness, we observe a strong

increase of the coercivity upon decreasing the pillar size.

Micromagnetic simulations confirm that this increase of

coercivity can be attributed to the dependence of demagnet-

izing effects on the pillar size.

MgO/Co(t)/Pt(2)/Ta(3)/Si layers (thickness in nm) were

prepared by dc-sputtering onto thermally oxidized Si sub-

strates. A 1.4 nm thick Mg layer was deposited and oxidized

under partial O2 atmosphere in order to obtain the MgO

layer. The samples were annealed at 280 8C in order to acti-

vate the Co-O bond formation at the Co/MgO interface lead-

ing to the interfacial anisotropy.16,17 They were protected

from further oxidation by a cover layer of 2 nm of Pt.
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Nanopatterning was performed by electron-beam lithography

using a negative resist and ion beam etching techniques.

Areas of 10� 10 lm2 with pillar diameters of 30, 60, 140,

200, 300, and 500 nm, and 1 and 2 lm were fabricated. The

spacing between pillars was 500 nm for the largest pillars,

while for the 30, 60, and 140 nm pillars arrays with spacings

of 40, 90, 190, and 490 nm were prepared (Fig. 1).

In order to estimate the magnetic anisotropy as a func-

tion of Co thickness, we recorded magnetic hysteresis loops

on the continuous layers using extraordinary Hall effect

(EHE) measurements, for both in-plane and out-of-plane

magnetic fields. The dependence of the coercive field on Co

thickness and pillar size was measured using a focused

Kerr magnetometer with a smallest laser spot size of

0.8� 1.2 lm2. Hysteresis loops were acquired with the mag-

netic field applied perpendicular to the film plane, using two

different electromagnets, one with a maximum field of

80 mT and a remanence lower than 1 mT, another one with a

higher maximum field of 125 mT and a remanence of about

9 mT. The magnetic signal was integrated over the laser

spot, meaning that for pillar sizes smaller than the laser spot

size the hysteresis loops contain the contributions of a num-

ber of pillars. For a more accurate determination of the value

of the spontaneous magnetization, magnetic measurements

were performed on continuous films using a commercial

Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID)

MPMS 5XL from Quantum Design. The size of the pillars

and the spacing between them was verified using scanning

electron microscopy (SEM).

Representative EHE loops for three different Co thick-

nesses (2.02 nm, 2.18 nm, and 2.47 nm), for an out-of-plane

magnetic field, are shown in Fig. 2. These loops show that the

out-of-plane remanence is 100% for 2.02 nm of Co, while it

is about 60% for 2.18 nm and close to 0% for 2.47 nm of Co.

The effective anisotropy Keff is determined by taking the dif-

ference between the areas above magnetization curves meas-

ured along hard and easy magnetic axes.18 Keff is given by

Kef f ¼ KV þ ðKMgO þ KPtÞ=t� ðl0M2
S=2Þ, where KV is the

Co bulk anisotropy, and KMgO and KPt are the contributions

of the Co/MgO and Co/Pt interfaces to the anisotropy, respec-

tively. l0M2
S=2 is the demagnetizing energy for a continuous

layer, which is modified when going to small pillars. The

thickness dependence of Keff� t is given in Fig. 3, showing

that the transition from out-of-plane ðKef f > 0Þ to in-plane

magnetization ðKef f < 0Þ takes place close to a Co thickness

of 2.18 nm, where Kef f ¼ 0:9� 104 J=m3. A linear fit to the

data shows that KMgO þ KPt ¼ ð3:1 6 0:1Þ � 10�3 J=m2,

while KV ¼ ð1:08 6 0:1Þ � 106 J=m3, using the spontaneous

magnetization l0MS of about 1.76 T measured with SQUID.

In order to investigate the magnetization switching of

the pillars, we measured hysteresis loops using the focused

Kerr setup. An example is shown for the pillars with 2.47 nm

of Co in Fig. 4. These loops were recorded with the coil pro-

viding a maximum field of 80 mT, using a field sweep rate of

0.35 T/s. For this thickness, the coercivity and remanence are

low for the large pillars, while loops with full remanence and

high coercivity are found for pillar sizes smaller than

100 nm. In order to check if the small opening of the loops

for the largest pillars, which is absent in the EHE loops for

the same Co thickness, was due to dynamic effects induced

by the relatively high field sweep rates used in the Kerr

measurements, we recorded hysteresis loops for field sweep

rates between 0.17 T/s and 7 T/s for the 2 lm and 140 nm pil-

lars. No significant changes were observed below 0.7 T/s.

The small remanence is thus likely to be related to a small

perpendicular component of the magnetization of the pillars,

probably at the edges of the pillars. For the 30, 60, and

140 nm pillars, small differences in the shape of the hystere-

sis loops were observed for arrays with different pillar spac-

ings, probably due to dipolar interactions between the pillars.

FIG. 1. (a) SEM image of 500 nm pillars separated by 500 nm; (b) 140 nm

pillars separated by 90 nm.

FIG. 2. EHE loops with a perpendicular magnetic field for continuous

Pt/Co/MgO layers with 2.02, 2.18, and 2.47 nm Co thickness.

FIG. 3. Keff� t as a function of Co thickness t. The straight line is a linear fit

to the data.
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However, these interactions did not significantly influence

the coercive fields.

In Fig. 5, we show the measured coercivities for all Co

thicknesses and pillar sizes. The points for the three largest

Co thicknesses (2.33, 2.47, and 2.59 nm) were measured

using the coil with low remanence, at a field sweep rate of

0.35 T/s, except for the smallest pillars, with a coercivity

larger than 40 mT. These points, as well as all the points for

the 1.84, 2.02, and 2.31 nm thick Co layers, were measured

with the coil providing a higher field, at a field sweep rate of

0.55 T/s. For all Co thicknesses, the coercive field increases

with decreasing pillar size. In a first approximation, the

trends of the coercivities as a function of pillar size can be

compared to the variation of the out-of-plane demagnetizing

factor Nz.
19 The reduction of Nz as the pillar size decreases

follows the same trend as the coercivity, as can be seen in

Fig. 5. Indications that demagnetizing effects are at the ori-

gin of the size dependence of the coercivity were also found

directly from the hysteresis loops for the larger (>500 nm)

pillars with a Co thickness close to the spin reorientation

transition (2.02, 2.18, and 2.33 nm). For these pillars, the

measured coercive field depended on the position of the laser

spot and often two coercivity steps were observed. This was

the case even for the 2 lm pillars, which are larger than the

laser spot size. The lowest coercivity was found where the

reflectivity was the highest, suggesting that the magnetiza-

tion switching starts in the center of the pillars, where the

demagnetizing field is the largest, while the borders switch at

higher fields through propagation of the domain walls

formed in the center.

The demagnetizing factors according to Aharoni19 sup-

pose a homogeneous magnetization inside the pillars.

However, for values of Kef f � 0, the magnetization configu-

ration is not expected to be homogeneous, especially during

switching.20,21 In order to take the variation of the demagnet-

izing field over the pillar surface into account, we performed

micromagnetic simulations using the Micro3D software.22

Spontaneous magnetization and anisotropy constants were

taken from the experimental results. A magnetic stiffness of

30 pJ/m was used.23 The damping parameter value was set to

0.5. The simulations were performed at 0 K by starting from

negative saturation, then reversing the direction of the field

and increasing its amplitude in steps of 5 mT. The field was

applied with a small angle of 0.58 with respect to the easy

(perpendicular) magnetization axis. For each field value, we

waited until the energy minimum was reached (residual tor-

que m� Hef f=Ms < 10�6) before increasing its value. Fig. 6

FIG. 4. Kerr hysteresis loops for 2.47 nm Co thickness, for different pillar

sizes.

FIG. 5. Coercivity as a function of pillar size (left axis), for different Co

thickness. The continuous lines are guides for the eye. The perpendicular

demagnetizing factor Nz as a function of pillar size, for a Co thickness of

2.47 nm, is also given (right axis)

FIG. 6. Coercivity as a function of pillar size for 2.18 nm of Co, with

Keff¼ 0.9� 104 J/m3, obtained using micromagnetic simulations. The inset

shows the square 300� 300 nm2 pillar in an intermediate state during

magnetization reversal from down to up. The color code indicates the mz

component of the magnetization, red (intermediate grey) for up and blue

(dark grey) for down.
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gives the results, corresponding to the quasi-static switching

fields, as a function of pillar size, for 2.18 nm of Co, i.e., just

below the spin reorientation transition in the continuous

films. For this Co thickness, the single-domain state is the

most stable one at zero field, at least for lateral sizes smaller

than 500 nm. Upon switching, the magnetization reversal

starts in the center where the demagnetizing field is largest,

except for the smallest pillars (�60 nm) where the switching

is almost coherent. An example is shown for pillars of

300 nm in the inset of Fig. 6. Upon switching from down to

up in a magnetic field of 40 mT, a bi-domain state with mag-

netization up in the center and down at the edge of the pillar

is formed, followed by propagation of the domain walls

towards the borders. The results of the simulations reproduce

the experimental trend, confirming the crucial influence of

the demagnetizing field on the magnetization switching in

our pillars.

For Co thicknesses of 2.33, 2.47, and 2.59 nm, the rema-

nence and coercivity for the larger pillars are almost zero,

indicating in-plane magnetization. Upon going to smaller pil-

lars, both remanence and coercivity increase until the rema-

nence is 100%. This occurs for pillar sizes of 200, 140, and

60 nm for Co thicknesses of 2.33, 2.47, and 2.59 nm,

respectively.

In conclusion, we have performed systematic studies of

the magnetization switching of submicrometer sized pillars

fabricated from MgO/Co/Pt layers with different Co thick-

nesses around the transition from out-of-plane to in-plane

magnetization. We observed experimentally that the coercive

field strongly increases with decreasing pillar size for all Co

thicknesses. Full perpendicular remanence and high coerciv-

ities (above 40 mT) were observed for sub-100 nm pillars

even for Co thicknesses for which the magnetization was in-

plane in continuous layers. The observed trends are in good

quantitative agreement with micromagnetic simulations

using the experimental parameters for bulk and interface

magnetic anisotropies obtained from measurements on the

continuous layers. The main origin of the increase in coer-

civity upon decreasing size is thus the increase of the effec-

tive perpendicular anisotropy due to changes in magneto-

static effects, while defects seem to play a minor effect, con-

trary to what was observed for materials with strong PMA,

where the influence of demagnetizing effects is

smaller.4,6,24–26 The optimization of the effective PMA by

tuning the thickness of the magnetic layer and the size of the

pillar is useful to find the optimum trade-off between thermal

stability and critical current density for STT switching.14,15
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